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Burst growing IoT and cloud computing demand exascale computing systems with high performance and low power consumption
to process massive amounts of data. Modern system platforms based on fundamental requirements encounter a performance gap in
chasing exponential growth in data speed and amount. To narrow the gap, a heterogamous design gives us a hint. A network-on-
chip (NoC) introduces a packet-switched fabric for on-chip communication and becomes the de facto many-core interconnection
mechanism; it refers to a vital shared resource for multifarious applications which will notably affect system energy efficiency.
Among all the challenges in NoC, unaware application behaviors bring about considerable congestion, which wastes huge
amounts of bandwidth and power consumption on the chip. In this paper, we propose a hybrid NoC framework, combining
buffered and bufferless NoCs, to make the NoC framework aware of applications’ performance demands. An optimized
congestion control scheme is also devised to satisfy the requirement in energy efficiency and the fairness of big data applications.
We use a trace-driven simulator to model big data applications. Compared with the classical buffered NoC, the proposed hybrid
NoC is able to significantly improve the performance of mixed applications by 17% on average and 24% at the most, decrease
the power consumption by 38%, and improve the fairness by 13.3%.

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) applications, cognitive com-
puting, and cloud computing have seen tremendous growth
in recent years [1, 2]. IoT applications use smart sensors to
build an Internet of Things [3], which can generate enor-
mous data every hour. In the area of unmanned driving,
the system makes a quick decision on the basis of this con-
tinual data input, and it demands exascale computing sys-
tems to handle these data in a multicore platform [4, 5].
Expected exascale computing systems will have grand capa-
bilities of computation and storage, with many cores on chip
and large memory hierarchies. Such a complexity system
needs great efforts to guarantee performance efficiency and
to minimize power consumption [6, 7]. With the launching
of the Intel Xeon Scalable processor [8] for data centres, the
network-on-chip (NoC) is generally acknowledged as a

“super highway” to increase the bandwidth between on-
chip components, reduce latency when accessing spans of
memory hierarchy, and improve energy efficiency. However,
NoC has suffered severe congestion issues thanks to big data
load, causing a great loss in energy efficiency [9, 10]. Hetero-
geneous NoCs are emerged to tackle the congestion among
laminated applications. Since the congestion is subject to
the application characteristics, NoC topology, router type,
routing algorithm, and congestion control mechanism, we
need a comprehensive heterogeneous NoC framework to
handle the new challenges. In this paper, we propose a novel
hybrid NoC framework that consists of the following:

(1) Hybrid NoCs which combine buffered and bufferless
NoCs where buffered NoC refers to its buffered
router type and bufferless NoC contains bufferless
routers, on account of spectrum characteristics of
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big data applications, to handle nonuniform resource
utilization and large power consumption and supply
high efficiency NoCs

(2) An application-aware (APA) mechanism based on
the apps’ features in real-time, to realize optimal allo-
cation for hybrid NoCs

(3) A congestion optimization algorithm (COA) to mon-
itor the entire system’s congestion mode, react to
severe congestion, and curb the load

The APA algorithm dynamically analyzes the networks’
behavior of all applications and divides the running states
of these applications into two parts, that is, latency sensitive
(LS) and nonlatency sensitive (NLS). The COA determines
the current NoC’s resource utilization and whether it is able
to facilitate the other NoCs. This approach is effective in deal-
ing with serious congestion problems in isolated NoCs under
large and unbalanced loads. Combined with an application-
aware policy, it ensures the application performance and sys-
tem energy efficiency in big data loads and mixed loads.

This paper uses MacSim as the simulation platform,
based on a 64-core chip. Compared to the monobuffered
scheme, APA enhances the system performance by 4.9%
on average (up to 10.4%), reduces latency by an average
of 2.4%, and packet deflection by an average of 4.2%. The
COA scheme has a performance improvement of 17% on
average (up to 24%). Compared to the baseline scheme
without congestion control, it reaps a power saving of more
than 36%.

2. Problem of Mono-NoC

The traditional buffered NoC handles link contention by
using input buffers to store contending flits. It sacrifices a
large amount of chip area and power consumption. A

buffered NoC does not always work well. When the network
load increases, the performance degrades severely. We place
the network under pressure by injecting randomly simu-
lated packets into the NoC. The injection percent repre-
sents the occupation percent of these random packets.
Figure 1 illustrates that as the injection percent increases
from 0% to 36%, most apps from SPEC CPU2006 collapse,
with the virtual channel (VC) usage of these apps going
beyond 50% occupancy in Figure 2. Regardless of the con-
currency of the apps, the buffered NoC processes request
packets with more cycles when the pressure is high. The
buffered network also exhibits a suboptimal performance
under high loads. On the other side, a bufferless NoC elim-
inates the buffers, and flits will be misrouted or dropped if
there are link contentions. When the network load is low,
misrouting is rare and energy efficiency is good. But one flit
may be misrouted for many times at high loads, resulting in
performance degradation.

To investigate different apps’ performances under big
data loads, we explore the VC and link usage of two apps, that
is, aster and wrf, which differ significantly in collapse time.
Figure 2 illustrates that the link usage of both does increase
after reaching 45%, while the VC usage increases evidently.
This is because most of the request packets are stored in
routers, waiting for a valid output entry. The apps have
varying collapse times. For example, namd, when the injec-
tion rate is less than 29%, has no significant decline in sys-
tem performance, while wrf collapses when the injection
rate is 29%. This is why the network status affects the per-
formances of the apps as well as the entire system. If this
situation occurs on a mono-NoC, the interference among
apps would cause some applications not able to deliver
their best performances. Applications like wrf are sensitive
available network resources.

The proposed hybrid NoC is able to be aware of the appli-
cation and enhance the energy performance in a fine-grained
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Figure 1: Instructions per cycle (IPC) status with a simulated network pressure.
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way; the hardware architecture of the hybrid NoC will be
explained in Section 4.1. Firstly, we explore that the more
suitable packets should be sent to the hybrid NoC and
try to classify them in real time. Then we introduce an
application-aware mechanism in Section 4.3 and exploit the
traffic condition in an effort to balance the load of hybrid
NoCs, which will be explained in Section 4.4.

3. Literature Review

With the ever increasing popularity of augmented reality
[11, 12] and virtual reality technologies, the design require-
ments for complex systems with big data are increasing
[13]. The one-size-fits-all design approach for the NoC is
suboptimal when the network load is heavy, making it dif-
ficult to balance between system performance and energy
efficiency. Hence, the heterogeneous NoC is emerged to
improve energy efficiency. Bokhari et al. [14] present a
multimode interconnected architecture to fit requirements
for different operational scenarios. Kanoun et al. [15] pres-
ent a multicore NoC for streaming applications, in which
the cores operate as pipeline stages at the classifiers or the
feature-extraction level for streaming applications. Rama-
krishna et al. [16], Beneventi et al. [17], and Isaac et al. [18]
present congestion control mechanisms for the subsequent
big load. Mishra et al. [19, 20] present a heterogeneous
hierarchical NoC model for diverse types of applications
to achieve performance isolation and QoS guarantees.
Unfortunately, these state-of-the-art works assume that
the applications possess the same network behavior from
the start to end, which is not always true, especially for
the large array of emerging applications. Besides, they are
based on advanced evaluation of applications and thus
are not suitable for streaming in the big data era. At last,
flow unbalance on different NoCs is not considered. Based
upon the above background on the existing work in the
literature, this paper proposes a general purpose method
for classification, which gives insight into the unbalance
situation in real time.

4. Hybrid NoC Design

A hybrid NoC adds a low-power bufferless NoC to a buffered
NoC; the architecture of which is illustrated in Figure 3 and
consists of two main mechanisms: (1) an application classifi-
cation mechanism that decides which application is more
suitable for either the buffered NoC or bufferless NoC and
an injection algorithm for flow control scheme and choosing
the NoC layer for flits dynamically, and (2) a dynamical
control mechanism that can migrate severe congestion
and balance the load. Firstly, we introduce the structure of
the hybrid NoC.

4.1. Architecture of Hybrid NoC. The hybrid NoC is based on
two NoCs with a 2Dmesh topology. The elements are located
on the same chip, shown in Figure 3. The communication
between two networks is implemented by adding bidirec-
tional links. Two routers located at the same coordinate of
the mesh structure share the same processing element (PE),
ensuring that the requests from the PE are sent to both NoCs.
The network interface (NI) of the hybrid NoC is shown in
Figure 4. The traditional single-structure NI uses a miss sta-
tus handling register (MSHR) to store the status of ongoing
requests and injects the requests to the NoC directly. In the
hybrid NoC, the application-aware mechanism acquires the
information of NC_ratio from the MSHR. Several registers
need to be preserved, two of which are used to store the cur-
rent total network episodes and the episodes’ count. The two
remaining registers are used to store the current total length
of the computing episode, and the episode count of the net-
work episodes occurred. In addition, we also need an extra
tag to record the NC_ratio status of the last episode. Until
the next cycle, NC_ratio will be overwritten by a new value;
otherwise, the router will always refer to the old value of
NC_ratio to classify and forward flits.

4.2. Architecture of the Router. Firstly, to enable flit switching
between the NoCs, the routing algorithm of a buffered router
changes to flit-by-flit routing, instead of worm-hole routing.
This implies that each flit should have a control segment to
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Figure 2: VC usage and link usage with simulated packet injection.
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carry the destination information and the sequence num-
ber for reassembly. The subnetworks implement switching
throughmultiple sets of routers. One set of routers consists of
one buffered router and one bufferless router, so the hybrid
NoC can be regarded as 64 sets of routers and other links.
Both the buffered and bufferless routers need one more bidi-
rectional link to support flit switching within one set of
routers. Secondly, we need to add several registers to the net-
work interface. Four counters are responsible for recording
the network episode status, while one register counts the
workload status. Figure 4 shows the original NI used in tradi-
tional buffered NoC, whereas Figure 5 depicts the modified
NI of the hybrid NoC.

4.3. Application Classification Mechanism.When an applica-
tion is running, the process switches between the network
stage and the computing stage. The network stage refers to
that at least one of the on-chip network request packet is
being processed or waiting to be processed. The request
packet is sent to a shared cache after the loss occurred by
the private cache and a DRAM. The computing stage is when
there are no requests being processed from the network cache
or memory. In the network stage, there are multiple out-
standing requests from the application of the network in
order to implement MLP (memory level parallelism) [3]. If
the network stage is longer, the processor will wait for pro-
cessing the L2 requests and memory requests from the

NoC, which means it pauses. At this point, the processor
throughput would be low. Moreover, the overall performance
could be affected by a lot of request packages, since there
could be a number of data packages in the network stage.
For the computing stage with a longer period, most of the
time the processor is in operation. Due to the very short time
for the NoC to obtain data, if those data can be returned
quickly, the processor can maximize the advantages of
instruction level and memory level parallelism to deliver a
better performance. Conversely, if the network performance
of these loads decreases, the pause time will be extended to
the processor, and then the overall performance of the system
is affected. Consequently, it is crucial to classify the applica-
tions according their sensitivity to network latency.

Figure 6 illustrates an example of two applications with
different network characteristics. Application A contains a
long network stage and a relatively short period of the com-
puting stage, while application B has a long period. If these
two types of applications run in the same network, using
the traditional survival time (age) of data packets to priori-
tize, the higher age data packets will have a high priority.
Imagine a situation in which, as shown in Figure 7, a packet
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from application A injects a packet a1 into the network, and
then app B also sends request b to that network. Due to the
longer period of the network time of app A, there could be
other request packets in the router waiting to be injected.
When a1 and b are in the same port for competition, as a1’s
age is older than b, priority will be given to a1 to use the port.
At this point, B will be deflected.

Once a1 gets the port, it may arrive at the destination fas-
ter. However, since app A has a longer network stage, it may
have lots of request packages not being returned. App A still
cannot get into the computing stage. A single request a1 has
an insignificant effect on its performance, so this application
will be classified as nonlatency sensitive. App B has a shorter
network stage, which means the latency of a single request
package could have larger effect on the overall performance
because it could prevent the processor from waiting. Thus
this application will be classified as latency sensitive. There-
fore, as shown in Figure 7, when in competition with a1, if
b’ takes priority over a1, then the data of application B can
be returned as soon as possible, which helps avoid a perfor-
mance penalty since app B is latency sensitive.

4.4. Application-Aware Classification Mechanism. The net-
work characteristics of the application have a certain locality
and phases [21]. Locality refers to local cache access. The
application with a large number of shared storage access
in the current episode possibly continues to share the stor-
age access in the next procedure. Therefore, we use the net-
work characteristics of the previous episode to predict the
network characteristics of the current period. The phase
refers to the access feature of application. In other words,
at different stages, the characteristics of the application vary,
so we take the form of periodic updated parameters. We
define NC_ratio (as (1)) to reflect the network feature of
different applications in several stages.

Network stage Computing stageApp A

Time

App B

Figure 6: The explanation of the network episode and computing episode.
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NC ratio = AVG network length
AVG compute length , 1

AVG networklength = network length total
timesepisode

, 2
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network length total

= 〠
timesepisode

1
cyclenetworkend i − cyclenetwork start i ,

3

AVG compute length

= heartbeat − network length total
timesepisode

4

In (1), NC_ratio refers to the ratio of the average length of
the network stages (AVG (network_length), as in (2), it refers
to the average length of the computing stages (AVG (com-
pute_length), and as in (3) and (4), it refers the measure-
ment period (heartbeat). The timesepisode refers to the
number of measurement cycles of the alternative episode.
The start and end of each measurement cycle is not neces-
sarily a complete beginning or ending of the episode, so we
set the measurement cycle longer than the average cycle of
the alternative episode.

The result in Figure 8 use heartbeats of 10,000 cycles to
investigate NC_ratio. If the multicore processor requires a
network cycle twice as long as the computing time or less,
and if the two cycles of the network application are delayed,
the next computing stage will be delayed. We give these
requests a higher priority as they are latency sensitive. If mul-
ticore requires a network cycle of 10 times longer than the
computing cycles, a large amount of data is needed in the
computing stage, and overlapping requests in the network
are large, plus some of the requested delay, requests can be
sent after the deferred compensation. The overall network
latency is almost constant, thus classifying this application
as nonlatency sensitive. Here, we take NC_ratio = 2 as the
cut-off point for the two types of requests. The request can
be divided into two classes, that is, latency-sensitive (NC_ra-
tio≤ 2) and nonlatency-sensitive applications (NC_ratio> 2).
The average NC_ratio values of DealII, namd, AStar, h264ref,
HMMer, xalancmbk, gobmk, sjent, and bzip2 show that these
applications are latency sensitive.

4.5. Application-Aware Mechanism in the Hybrid NoC. To
further verify the energy efficiency of latency-sensitive and
nonlatency-sensitive requests in both NoCs, we tested the
SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks based upon 64 threads. Energy
efficiency refers to the throughput per unit of power. The
higher the energy efficiency is, the longer the power can last.
To identify the differences in energy efficiency between the
buffered and bufferless NoCs, we test the energy efficiency
of B and BL with 21 benchmarks. Figure 9 shows that the
apps running on BL like dealII, namd, h264ref, and hmmer
are more energy efficient than running on B. Besides the
lower power consumption on BL, the performance of these
apps on BL is not significantly affected by nonbuffer routing.
Therefore, the energy efficiency of aforementioned apps is
significantly higher in the bufferless NoC than in its buffered
counterpart. We affirm this type of loads has a lower require-
ment in bandwidth, so it will be in a good play in the buffer-
less NoC since it has lower bandwidth as the property.

The result is consistent with the application type divided
by NC_ratio. This is because NC_ratio’s results reflect the

memory and network resource characteristics of the request.
For requests with a lower requirement in network resources,
the buffered NoC increases power consumption instead of
improving performance. For requests with a higher require-
ment in network resources, especially large bandwidth
requirements, adding more buffers would achieve the same
effect as increasing the bandwidth of the network. Which
improves the performance greatly, although the power con-
sumption also increases, this can be seen in Figure 9 where
the curves are very close. Therefore, in the hybrid NoC,
NC_ratio can be used as an “application-network” classifica-
tion parameter.

During an application’s lifespan, it alternates between
two episodes, namely, the network episode and the com-
puting episode. The network episode is a period when the
application has at least one packet in the network, whereas
the computing episode is a period, in which there are no
outstanding requests in the MSHR. Figure 8 illustrates that
NC_ratio ranges from 0 to 21 except mcf, which is an
application that has one cycle of the computing episode
and 245 cycles of the network episode on average. The
apps that have NC_ratio less than one means that the net-
work episode cycles are shorter than the computing epi-
sode cycles during the lifespan on average. When the
network episodes are twice as long as the computing epi-
sodes, it will gain a better performance in BL than B, since
the flits in BL will be processed due to nonbuffer and
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misrouting in BL. Here, we set two inequalities for division:
NC_ratio>α indicates network intensive and NC_ratio≤α
indicates computing intensive.

Parameter α can be configured in advance. In this paper,
we set α to two cycles, so that computing-intensive applica-
tions can be distinguished from network-intensive applica-
tions. A computing-intensive application means the app
will perform better, if available computing resources increase.
By contrast, a network-intensive application means the app
requires a large number of network operations on-chip, and
the performance is greatly affected by the contenting traffic.
The bufferless NoC provides a limited but loose network sit-
uation for computing-intensive applications (Pseudocode 1).

4.6. Congestion Optimization Algorithm.Network congestion
is a phenomenon that multiple packets contend for some
ports of the router. In a hybrid NoC, packets are divided into
two subnetworks according to the apps’ network property; it
causes disproportion when there is a capacity gap between
two subnetworks. In this part, we present a congestion opti-
mization mechanism to optimize network congestion based
on our proposed hybrid NoC, which monitors the resource
utilization of the subnetwork and reschedules the network

load between the two subnetworks. In this strategy, we need
to measure the load of the local network properly, and
packets would be transferred to a subnetwork, only if it has
extra network resources.

The bufferless NoC is usually of low load. As a result, only
the load is relatively low; the bufferless NoC is capable of
helping the buffered subnetwork to address capacity issues.
When multiple types of flits are in the bufferless subnetwork,
the packet priority strategy is an optimized choice. Com-
pared with the bufferless NoC, the buffered subnetwork has
a good tolerance of heavy loads. Therefore, when there is seri-
ous starvation in the bufferless NoC, many packets wait to be
sent by the socket ports in use. Traditional solutions throttle
flow, passively waiting for free ports to improve throughput.
In this paper, we take the advantages of multiple networks
and propose to use the buffered NoC to relieve the starvation
pressure of the bufferless NoC. Meanwhile, the bufferless
NoC will help the buffered NoC to relieve the power pressure.
The cost of transition is one cycle.

4.6.1. Some Note Points. The buffered routing algorithm is
improved. Most buffered NoCs adopt worm-hole routing,
which splits a packet into several flits, one of which is

Firstly, an application classification mechanism is used to inject flits to subnetworks. The flits injected into the bufferless NoC are
termed f litbl, while the flits injected into the buffered NoC are dubbed f litb.
Compute the local contention state of two subnets. The average starvation ratios σ, δwithin t cycles of the bufferless and buffered NoCs
can be achieved by and, respectively, where i is the router id.

σ = 1
t
〠
t

Δt=0
starved i ∈ 0, 1 ,  δ = σ ,

starved i = f litsstarved
f litsthroughput

Rate the contention state in step 2, reflected in Table 1.
Every t cycles, retest:

If statebl = Heavy, stateb = Heavy, f litbl i ⊂ t, t + Δt → Buf fered to (b), otherwise do step 5.
In each cycle, check the buffered router i + 1 corresponding to router i with statebl = Heavy. If VC i + 1 = full, flit transmits to
the buffered subnet. Otherwise, flit maintains in the current subnet, waiting for another cycle and redo (b) until Δt ends.
Parallelly execute with (a). If stateb = Heavy, Statebl = Light, check stateb the bufferless router corresponding to router i, if it
is free for receiving the flit from the buffered router Bone i = empty, f litb i ⊂ t, t + Δt → Buf ferless, to (d). Otherwise, do
step 6.
Within each cycle, check the bufferless router corresponding to router j + 1 with stateb = Heavy, if it is free for receiving the flit
from buffered router. Bone j = empty. If yes, inject the flit to port 5, else go to next cycle and redo (d) until Δt ends.

f litbl that were injected into bufferless subnet f litbl, continually transmit in this net, f litbl i ⊂ t, t + Δt → Buf ferless.
f litb that were injected into buffered subnet, continually transmit in this net, f litb i ⊂ t, t + Δt → Buf fered.

Algorithm 1: The COA.

Initialization: NC_ratio = 0, per NI in router; BL = 1, B = 0;
if NC_ratio≤ 0,

flit inject layer = cycles % 2;
else/∗ the first NC_ratio is calculated after heartbeat cycles (1000), and then flushed every

heartbeat. Heartbeat can be set dynamically ∗/
if NC_ratio≤ α, flit inject layer = BL;
else

flit inject layer = B;

Pseudocode 1
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regarded as the head flit and carries the destination node
information. At the arbitration stage, once the head flit
receives a pass permit, the flit from same packet will be trans-
mitted in sequence. The bufferless NoC adopts flit-by-flit
routing with each flit carrying the destination information.
In order to transmit the flits between two nets, both of them
adopt flit-by-flit routing. For the buffered NoC, flit-by-flit
routing may cause an older flit to wait much longer to receive
a pass permit in a channel. This is because in the buffered
channel, each flit has a timestamp for arbitration, and general
arbitrators choose the winner based on the top flit in each
channel. The older and rear flits passively sleep and seriously
affect the packet latency. Therefore, the arbitration program
in the buffered NoC should consider the ages of all the flits
in one channel.

The out-degree is equal to the in-degree in the buffer-
less NoC to ensure hot-potato routing. Thus, to enable
the recept of flits from the buffered NoC, we add an
exclusive buffer to temporarily store the packets from
the buffered NoC and distribute them as soon as there
is a free output port.

5. Methodology

We evaluate the proposed hybrid NoC using MacSim, which
is a trace-driven, cycle-level, heterogeneous architecture
simulator. MacSim models a detailed pipeline, a memory
system that includes caches, NoC, and memory controllers.
It also enables multithreading processing. We model an
8× 8 processor system based on the mesh topology, with
8× 8 buffered routers and 8× 8 bufferless routers. Table 2
summarizes the key parameters of our simulated system.
The hybrid parameters are as follows: hybrid uses 6 VCs with
5-flit deep buffers for the buffered NoC. We run 1 million
cycles for each experiment. Table 3 shows the proportion

changes with mixed loads, which is used to verify whether
the COA is useful for unbalanced loads.

6. Evaluation and Discussions

In this section, we evaluate the performance, power, scalabil-
ity, and fairness of the buffered and hybrid NoCs. We mix 21
benchmarks and run three copies of each benchmark. The
system tests 64 threads with one thread per core.

6.1. Analysis on the Performance and Power Consumption.
Figure 10 shows the results of the performance and power
on the buffered NoC, hybrid NoC, and hybrid NoC with
the COA algorithm. The overall performance of the hybrid
COA system is improved by 17% compared to that of the
buffered NoC, and the highest is 24%. The performance of
the hybrid NoC is improved by 7% compared to the baseline
buffered NoC, while this improvement is limited. For exam-
ple, the performance decreases for W4 and W5 loads. The
reason for this is that the mixed composition of latency-
sensitive and nonlatency-sensitive packets causes a severe
imbalance, which is evident in the subnetworks. The single
network, which is a symmetrical structure, automatically
adapts to different nodes with varying loads and eventually
forms centre and diagonal position traffic characteristics. A
heterogeneous network in isolation is easy to form an unbal-
anced network load, leading to performance degradation.
Therefore, the provision of a subnet traffic and congestion
optimization mechanism is imperative.

Figure 11 depicts the deflection rates of the bufferless net-
work before and after employing the COA policy. With the
COA policy, deflection is significantly improved by an aver-
age of 10%. This is because the COA strategy is based on

Table 1: Partition of congestion degree in hybrid NoCs.

Bufferless NoC Buffered NoC

Light σ < αbl δ < αb

Moderate αbl ≤ σ ≤ βbl αb ≤ δ ≤ βb

Heavy σ > βbl, starved δ > βb, starved

Table 2: System parameters.

Buffered NoC/bufferless NoC

Topology 2D mesh, 8× 8 size
Routing algorithm X-Y routing, flit-by-flit

Routing latency 2 cycles

Core

Out-of-order, 16 MSHR,
128 instruction windows size

L1 I-cache and D-cache: 32KB, 64 B
line-size, 2-way, LRU, 2-cycle latency

L1 cache Private

L2 cache
Per-block interleaving shared,

distributed, 64 B line-size, perfect

Table 3: Mixed nonlatency-sensitive and latency-sensitive loads.

64 threads 128 threads

W1 50 : 14 100 : 28

W2 40 : 24 80 : 48

W3 30 : 34 60 : 68

W4 20 : 44 40 : 88

W5 10 : 54 20 : 108
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Figure 10: Normalized IPC of hybrid load with 64 threads.
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the optimization of starvation. The bufferless subnetwork
does not need to be queued for processing requests when
the network congested, so that extra request packets have
opportunities to be sent to the buffered NoC for the network
to reach. This helps save the bandwidth of the inherent buf-
ferless NoC. Therefore, the deflection of the bufferless net-
work has also been improved correspondingly.

Figure 12 shows the port competition of a single buffered
NoC and the buffered subnetwork in the hybrid NoC. The
hybrid NoC reduces the competition on the single buffered
NoC, and the port competition is reduced by an average of
12%. Hybrid COA is more prominent, reduced by an average
of 21%. Meanwhile, COA is more remarkable when the load
is highly unbalanced in W4 and W5.

Figure 13 compares the hybrid and buffered NoCs in
the sense of power consumption. Compared to the net-
work with a buffer, power saving of the hybrid NoC is
more than 36%. Hybrid NoC combines a buffered network
with a bufferless network so as to take advantages of both
networks to improve the system performance. Meanwhile,
the power consumption is lower than the simpler buffered
NoC.

6.2. Analysis on Scalability. This section uses the 128 threads,
two threads per core for scalability testing. Figure 14 shows
the experimental results of IPC in system throughput. In
the W1 and W2 mixed mode, the hybrid scheme without
COA can improve by 6% on average. This is because the
hybrid NoC liberates the latency-sensitive load in the mixed
load. When this part has a smooth network environment,
the performance improvement is obvious and separate net-
works would reduce the number of requests running on the
original network. These two aspects contribute to the perfor-
mance improvements. And in the W3, W4, and W5 mixed
proportion, the bufferless subnetwork has increased the
number of data packages, and compared to the buffered sub-
network, the bufferless counterpart is more likely to incur
excessive link usage, which deteriorates the performance of
latency-sensitive applications. This is a phenomenon consis-
tent with Figure 10, so the COA was proposed. Hybrid COA
has an average performance increase of 21%, as opposed to
the buffered one.

Figure 15 shows a deflection rate of 128 threads in the
bufferless sub-NoC. The average decrease in the deflection
rate is 11%, and port contention rate is 7%. For latency-
sensitive application loads, the port contention rate is more
pronounced. Figure 16 gives a comparison of power con-
sumption under 128 threads, with an average savings of
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Figure 11: Normalized deflection rate of the hybrid loads with 64
threads.
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threads.
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Figure 13: Normalized energy of the hybrid loads with 64 threads.
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Figure 14: Normalized IPC of hybrid loads with 128 threads.
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38%. The effect is the same as the power consumption under
the 64 threads.

6.3. Analysis on Fairness. This section presents simulation
results under big data loads. The processor is of a single
thread and two threads per core for the purpose of perfor-
mance comparison, as shown in Figures 17 and 18. On the
mixed network structures, the overall system performance
increases by 13.3% on average, with nonlatency-sensitive
applications up by 4.63% and latency-sensitive applications

performance up by 30.6% on average. The performances
of these two types of applications have been improved. If
we exclude the latency-sensitive applications, the perfor-
mance of the nonlatency-sensitive applications has not been
improved significantly. This is because the bandwidth occu-
pied by the latency-sensitive applications is smaller and the
nonlatency network is still dominated by its load. The 128
thread results show that the improvement of the whole
system performance is up by 7.65%, nonlatency-sensitive
applications up by 4.12% on average, and latency-sensitive
applications up by 14.7% on average.

7. Conclusion

An on-chip network is an important shared resource for
exascale multicore systems which are used in the IoT applica-
tions, cognitive computing, and cloud computing. The
proper use of it will lead to significantly improved energy effi-
ciency. Due to the chip area and power consumption limit,
the NoC has issues related to energy efficiency and average
performance. A mono-NoC is designed for common multi-
core loads, while with the increasing requirements for
resources and application characteristics, the severe interfer-
ence between applications limits the system performance.

To prepare the mono-NoC for big data loads, hybrid
NoCs based on the application-aware design are very helpful
in improving the quality of service and energy efficiency
under massive mixed loading of applications. This paper first
proposed a hybrid NoC with a dedicated bufferless NoC and
a buffered NoC, as well as an application-aware mechanism
to help choose optimal efficient NoC. We proposed a new
metric NC_ratio to evaluate the big data load. We examined
both the 64-thread and 128-thread systems, and our pro-
posed mechanism shows significant improvements in system
performance. Secondly, we proposed a new congestion opti-
mization algorithm for hybrid NoCs. It is implemented by
monitoring the congestion status of different NoCs and
redistributing the packets in the congesting nodes. Simula-
tion results were presented to show that with the proposed
two methods, the energy efficiency of the entire system can
be significantly improved.
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Figure 15: Normalized deflection rate of hybrid loads with 128
threads.
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Figure 16: Normalized energy of hybrid loads with 128 threads.
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Figure 17: Normalized IPC of 64 threads with one thread per core.
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